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ABSTRACT. Inves tigations of isotopi c a nd tempera ture profil es in polar ice shee ts were mostly carri ed out 
indep endently of one a nother until 1973 when a workshop d ealing with both topics was held in Cambridge. 
Studies of temperature profi les show the a pproximate validity of theoreti call y d e rived tempera ture d istribu
tion s for steady-state models of ice sheets, whi le other a na lyses h elp to determine d epartures from the s tead y 
sta te . The rev iew gives some idea of the d egree of accuracy of various solutions arising from studies of the 
hea t Aow and temperature distribution of ice sheets. Much of this knowledge is directly applicable to inter
pre tation of isotopic profi les if a direct correspondence be tween mean isotopic (5 values and mean a nnual 
tempera tures can be es tablished. The paper therefore reviews various methods of comparing IJ values and 
tempera tures, and shows tha t for cen t ra l regions of polar ice shee ts a reasona b ly consistent relationship 
be tween these fa ctors does exist. 

RESUME . Compatibilite des profils tempiratures- prqfondeurs dans les calottes polaires avec les temperatures passees de 
la surface telles qu'on les deduit des profils de teneur en isotope de l'oxy gene. Les recherch es sur les profils en iso topes 
e t en temperatures dans les calottes po laires ont sunout ete m e nees independemm ent l'une de l'autre jusqu 'en 
1973, annee d 'une rencontre de travail a Cambridge sur les d eux sujets. L 'e tude d es profi ls de temperatures 
montre la validite approximative des d istributions de temperatures e tabl ies theoriquem ent pour des modcles 
d e calottes en equilibre, alars que d' a utres a nalyses aident a determiner les ecarts par rapport a I'etal 
d 'equi libre. Une revu e don ne quelque idee du degre de precision des differentes solutions de l'e tude d e la 
distribution Aux de chaleur/ tempera ture d a ns les ca lottes gl ac iaires. Beaucoup d e ce que I'on sa it es t direc te
m ent applicable a I' inte rpretation des profils isotopiques, si une corresponda n ce directe peut etre etablie 
entre les va leurs isotopiques moyennes (5 e t les temperatures moyennes annuelles. L'article examine done les 
diffe rentes manieres de comparer les valeurs (5 et les temperatures, et montre que pour les regions centrales 
d es calottes polaires une rela tion coherente entre ces facteurs ex iste bien. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. ZusammenJiihnmg von T emperatur- T ie.fen-Profilen ill polaren E isdecken und Jnlherell Ober
jlachentel7lperaturen, hergeleitet aus Sauerstoifisotopell-Profilell. Untersu chungen von l so to p en- und T emperatur
pro fil en in polaren Eisdecken wurden m eist unabhangig voneina nder durchgefuhrt, bis im J ahre 1973 e in 
Seminar uber beide V erfa hren in Cambridge abgehalten wurde. Studien der T e mperaturprofi le zeigen die 
a ngena herte Gultigkeit theoretisch a bgele iteter T emperaturverteilungen fur stationare Modelle von 
E isd ecken, wahrend andere Analysen zur Bes timmung d e r Abweichungen vom stationaren Zustand 
beitragen. D ie Zusammenstellung gibt ei nen Eindruck von d el' Genauigkeit verschiedener Ansatze fur die 
Verteilung des WarmeAusses und del' T empera tur in Eisdecken. Viele dieser Einsichten sind fur die D eutung 
von I sotopen-Profilen unmittelba r a nwe ndbar, wenn ein direkte r Zusammenhang zwischen den mittle ren 
iso to pischen (5-vVerten und del' mittl e ren Jahres tempera tur fes tzustellen ist. Die Arbeit diskuti ert d a her 
verschiedene M ethoden d es Vergleichs von (5-Werten und T empera turen und weist nach, dass im Zentral
be re ich von polaren Eisdecken zwisch en diesen beiden Faktoren eine ausreich end konsistente Beziehung 
besteht. 

] NTROD UCTION 

The rather lengthy tit le of this paper originally defin ed the programme of an international 
Workshop held at the Scott Polar R esearch Institute, Cambridge, England during the early 
part of 1973 (Robin, 1973)' Glaciologists from Australia, Canada, France, Demark, U.S .A. , 
and Bt"itain gathered to discuss the interaction of two fields of study : namely, temperature 
profi les and oxygen-isotope profiles in polar ice sheets . Exchange of ideas on these two 
themes proved so fruitfu l and lively that we decided to publish a book on the subject. All the 
main participants in the Workshop have contributed , the material is now being drawn 
together in Cambridge under my general editorship, and the monograph will be published 
shortly by the Cambl-idge University PI"ess (Robin, in press) . 

Over the past 20 years substantial advances have been made in the study of both tem
perature and of isotopic profiles of ice sheets, but unti l 19 73 there was little direct interchange 
of thought on the results of analyses. The major factor in making such an interchange worth
while and even essential was the recovery of the surface-to-bedrock ice cores from the deep ice 
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at Camp Century, Greenland in 1966, and from " Byrd" station in west Antarctica in 1968. 
T emperature profiles and ice-core studies from o ther areas, such as Law Dome, T erre Adelie, 
and Vostok station in Antarc tica, and from D evon Island and further stations on the Green
land ice sheet are adding to our fund of knowledge to such an extent tha t we have gained 
confidence in interpretation of the available materia l. This material will be valuable not only 
to glaciologists but also to climatologists, oceanographers, geologists, and in fac t to anyone 
whose studies are influenced by the climatic history of the Earth over the past million years. 

There has been an understandable reluctance to accept simple interpretations of oxygen
isotope profiles in ice sheets a s a record 'of clima tic (temperature) variation with time. 
Although there are sound reasons for this, the potential importance of such profiles is so great 
that it is worth a considerable effort to understand the factors that govern the d evelopment 
of these isotopic profiles . Such knowledge makes it possible to decide how much climato
logical information can be derived with confidence from a particular ice core, or how much 
the record in the core is affected by the flow of the ice sheet and other factors. In many 
cases the isotopic record itself can help us deduce the pattern of flow in the ice sh ee t, including 
past variations. 

Much of the basic thinking n ecessary for the above purposes has already been done in 
studies of the interaction between the flow pattern and temperature distribution of polar ice 
sheets. Such studies have made it possible to draw conclusions about the state of balance of 
ice sheets, the amount of ice movement, and the effects of surface temperature changes on 
deep ice temperatures. These results have proved most useful over periods ranging from 
decades to perhaps ten thousand years. In cases where we can interpret the isotopic records 
with confidence, we should be able to obtain much more de tailed information over periods 
up to several hundred thousand years. In this paper it is first necessary to review our interpre
tation of ice temperature profiles, in order to show how we can apply similar considerations 
to isotopic profiles . Apart from the general statem ent of the problem in the following para
graph, we shall refer readers to other papers for mathematical formulation of the problems 
(Budd and Radok, 1971; Shumskiy and others, [1964] ) and concentrate on the assumptions 
involved in the different models and the merits of the results obtained. 

ANALYSIS AN D CALCULATION OF T E MPE RAT UR E PROFILES 

The rate of change of temperature with time (0 8/ot ) at any fixed point within a polar ice 
mass is determined by a vector equation involving the temperature of the ice moving past the 
point with velocity v through an advection term pcv ' \18 where p is the ice density and c its 
spec ific heat capacity, by the h eat flux divergence at that point V· (k\18 ), where k is the thermal 
conductivity of ice, and by the rate of heat generation per unit volume Q within the ice mass . 
This last term is primarily the result of the heat generation due to work done in d eforming the 
Ice mass. The basic equa tion can be written 

08 
pc ~ = pcv·V8 + Q - \1 · (k\18). 

ot 

In order to solve this equation in practical cases it is necessary to introduce certain simplifica
tions and approxima tions. First and foremost is the assumption that the ice sh eet is in a 
steady state. By this we mean that it is of constant size and shape and that its boundary 
conditions are not changing. In other words, m ean surface temperature, the m ass balance 
at any point, a nd the geothermal heat flux a t the base of the ice are constant. It is implicit 
in these assumptions that the ve locity and temperature distributions throughout the ice shee t 
do not change with time. 

A detailed solution in three dimensions to the steady-state velocity and temperature 
distribution in an ice shee t is very complex, a l th ough the introduction of electronic computing 
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techniques has produced rapid advances in our techniques of modelling. A particularly 
useful approximation is to convert the problem to that of one dimension by considering the 
temperature distribution in a vertical column of ice undergoing uniform vertical strain. The 
results should apply near the centre of an ice sheet in a steady state, where the vertical velocity 
at the top of the column will b e the same as the m ean rate of accumulation of ice, so that 
Equation (I) can be simplified considerably. Solutions to this problem given in Robin (1955) 
and shown in Figure 1 show the great influence of the rate of accumulation on the temperature 
distribution in the steady-state model. For conditions encountered near the centre of Green
land, with an ice thickness of 3 000 m and an accumulation rate of about 30 cm ice a- I, 
upward flow of heat from the base of the ice does not penetrate more than half-way to the 
surface, due to advection of h eat through downward and outward motion of the ice. One 
temperature m easurement by a thermal probe n ear the centre of the Greenland ice shee t 
(Philberth, 1970) shows that from 220 to I 000 m depth the ice is isothermal to within I deg, 
which agrees with Figure 1 as the local accumula tion rate is about 32 cm ice a - I. This 
immediately suggests that OUl" steady-state assumption is likely to correspond reasonably 
closely to actual conditions. 
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Fig. I. Temperature difference between the base and higher levels of a polar ice sheet of a constant thickness of 3000 m as a 
function of the surface mass balance according to Robin ( [955 ) . 

The vertical-column model is still useful away from the centre of the ice sheet, but one 
must allow for a variable vertical strain-rate as the ice flows over a rough bedrock relief and 
also thins as one moves out towards the boundary. T his type of model, adapted for electronic 
computing techniques, has been used very effectively to assess the " D erived physical properties 
of the Antarctic ice sheet" by Budd and others ( 197 I [a] ) . Figure 2 summarizes their very 
extensive computations along a flow line from Vostok station n ear the centre of the eastern 
Antarctic ice sh eet to Wilkes station on the coast. Information on ice depths, accumulation 
rates, and ice temperatures up to 70 m depth has been obtained from surface traverses along 
thi s line. Calculated temperature gradients and the depth of " isochrones" (the position in the 
ice sheet now occupied by a layer that formed the surface at a given time in the past) are 
very sensitive to the rate of accumulation of ice on the surface. For this study, accumulation 
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rates varied from 5 cm ice a- I at Vostok station (3 700 m altitude) to around 25 cm ice a- I 
near the coast. The diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the major problems involved in inter
preting bore-hole studies, including isotopic data, from any location along the flow line. 
Thus for a bore hole at 900 km, the oldest ice distinguished on the diagram is nearly 200 000 
years old ; still older ice may be compressed into a small layer at the base so that it would be 
difficult to study in practice. Although the surface ice temperature at 800 km is - 43°C , ice 
near the base will have travelled some 600 km and been deposited at a temperature of abou t 
- 60°C. W e should therefore expect corresponding changes to be present in the isotopic 
record . On the computed temperature profile, one notes that the ice temperature at 800 km 
becomes colder for the first 1 000 m increase in depth. A simi lar but stronger effect is seen as 
one moves towards the coast, but is not present further inland. Observed temperature 
gradients to 70 m depth along the profile are in approximate agreement with these calcula
tions. The effect is due to advection of colder ice from further inland beneath warmer surface 
layers, as suggested by Robin (1955). In regions with high rates of accumulation of ice, 
especially with considerable ice depths, horizontal advection often dominates the temperature 
gradients in the upper part of the ice sheet. Results from Law Dome, Antarctica (Budd and 
others, 1976), Greenland, and along various Antarctic traverses provide ample evidence that 
this explanation of n egative temperature gradients is correct, although superimposed on this 
is the effect of climatic changes. 

The accuracy of the information presented in Figure 2 is limited both by the accuracy of 
the information fed to the computer and by the validity of the flow model that is assumed . 
R ecent studies of the ice sheet by radio-echo methods have shown the presence oflakes beneath 
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at least 2 900 m of ice in areas near this profile (Oswald and Robin, 1973) and further studies 
indicate that much of the base of the ice from 400 to 700 km on this profile is probably at the 
melting point (O swald, unpublished). This indicates temperatures at least 13°C warmer than 
those shown in Figure 2. R ecomputation of profil es in the vicinity of the sub-ice lakes 
indicates that these discrepancies can be explained by inaccuracies of the data fed to the 
computer, such as the value of the geothermal flux and especially the rate of accumulation in 
central Antarctica. 

In contrast with the preceding case, comparisons of computed and observed temperature 
profiles for the bore hole a t Camp Century, Greenland, show that discrepancies are largely 
due to the theoretical models used. Figure 3, from Philberth and Federer ( 1971 ) , shows a 
comparison of the computed and observed temperature gradients at Camp Century. The 
input data consisted of surface ice temperatures, surface mass balance (net accumulation rate), 
and the basal temperature gradient or geothermal flux . The main difference be tween the 
predictions are that Weertman and Robin assumed a uniform vertical strain thro ughout the 
ice, whereas Philberth and F ederer assumed strain-rates that decreased to zero at bedrock 
and were closely related to the variation of horizontal velocity of ice motion with depth . 
Dansgaard and J ohnsen (1969) used arguments similar to those of Philberth and Fed erer on a 
more empirical basis and produced similar results . The improvement with a better model of 
vert ical strain is apparent in Figure 3, but it is not conclusive. Independent calculations 
reported at the Cambridge Workshop by three participants all showed that the temperature 
gradient at 1 400 m depth was still likely to be changing with time due to residual effects 
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from changes of surface temperature at the end of the last ice age, IS 000 to IQ 000 B.P. We 
can summarize the evidence so far by saying that temperatures predicted on a steady-state 
model of ice sheets appear to agree approximately with the available observed temperature
depth profiles, but precise agreement is not expected due to lack of precise data and accurate 
models of the deformation of ice sheets. 

Further confidence in the general validity of our interpretations com es from other studies 
such as equations introduced by Zotikov (196 I [a] , [b] ) and Weertman (196 I) to allow for 
the effect of melting or freezing at the base of an ice sheet. These equations are particularly 
important in the case of Antarctic ice shelves, where predictions of strong bottom m elting 
beneath the Maudheim Ice Shelf and the Ross Ice Shelf at Little America V, and of con
siderable freezing beneath part of the Amery Ice Shelf, made on the basis of temperature
depth profiles, have all been confirmed by mass-balance studies (Crary, 1961 ; Swithinbank, 
1962) or by isotopic m easurements (Morgan, 1972). 

Another approach is to reverse the argument and use temperature- depth profiles to 
determine the mean boundary conditions. This is done by numerically fitting differential 
equations describing an appropriate model to an observed temperature- depth profile. The 
basic parameters that come from this work are a figure for the vertical velocity at the ice 
surface, usually taken as being equal to the accumulation rate, the rate of change of surface 
temperature of the ice column and the basal temperature gradient. In Robin (1955) such 
curve fitting was used in conjunction with the steady-state assumption to determine the 
accumulation rate and ice movement at Camp VI in Greenland. Budd and others ( I971[b] ) 
have introduced an elegant method of curve fitting using a least-squares adjustment with a 
uniform vertical strain-rate model. This was first applied to the Camp Century temperature 
profile and subsequently to profiles from " Byrd" station and to an unpublished analysis for 
Vostok . In all cases, figures for the most probable accumulation rates (Budd and others, 
197 I Cb] , [1973] ) agree with observed values to within the accuracy of the observations, which 
is about IO to 20 per cent of the total rate. Figures for the rate of change of surface tempera
ture with time need further discussion. 

CLIMATIC CHANGE AND T E MPERATURE PROFILES 

SO far our discussion has aimed at explaining the observations of temperature distribution 
in polar ice shee ts in terms of realistic models of ice flow. Once confidence in the model is 
established, it is natural to see if we can deduce past temperature changes from analysis of 
temperature distribution. Unfortunately there is no unique solution to the problem. A 
temperature- depth profile presents the integrated effects of surface climatic changes, of 
geothermal and fri ctional heat Auxes, of the present flow, and of past changes of flow of the 
ice sheet. We need to introduce simplifying assumptions if we are to find a solution. Figure 4 
shows the results of attempting to explain the observed temperature- depth curves in the upper 

Fig. 4. Comparison of temperature measurements (+) with temperature- depth profiles calculated on the basis of a single jumP 
of temperature, the amount of the jump for each chosen date being adjusted to pass through the observed temperature at 60 m 
depth (Station Centrale, 4a ) or 80 m depth (Site 2 , 4b ) and to approach the limiting temperature at greater depth . The 
size of the jumps were: 

Station Centrale: 

Site 2: 

+ I. 45 deg ill 1930, shown by • 
+ 0.86 deg in 1920, shown by X 

Temperatures observed in 1950. 

+ 2.75 deg ill 1930, shown by • 
+ I. 66 deg ill 1920, shown by X 
+ I. 13 deg in 1910, shown by 0 
T emperatures observed in 1956 and 1957. 
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layers of the Greenland ice sheet at Station Centrale and Site 2 by fitting temperature- depth 
curves that allow for a single temperature jump at the surface and a vertical velocity of the 
ice mass equal to the rate of ice accumulation at the surface. Density changes with depth are 
neglected as effects will be small below 50 m depth . The equation used is a simplified version 
of that given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 388, eq. 7) . The variable parameters are the 
amplitude and the date of the jump, and curves were calculated to pass through the observed 
temperature at either 60 or 80 m depth and to approach the limiting temperature at greater 
depth. Below 30 m depth the best fit for Station Centrale (Fig. 4a) comes from assuming a 
temperature rise of 1.45 deg in [930, while at Site 2 (Fig. 4b) a reasonable fit is obtained by 
assuming a rise of 1.1 3 deg in [910, although below 120 m the fit is better for the 1920 curve. 

ISOTOPIC- TEMPERATURE COMPARISONS 

Dansgaard and others (1973) have reviewed factors governing the distribution of stable 
isotopes in polar ice sheets in considerable detail and have discussed the relationship between 
mean annual temperature and isotopic composition. If this relationship were simple and did 
not vary with time, we could use the isotopic values from an ice core to provide a continuous 
record of the temperature of the ice in the core at the time of its deposition . The problem is 
then reduced to finding the location at which the ice was d eposited along the lines shown in 
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Figure 2 , so that we can allow for any change in size of the ice column with time in order to use 
our "isotopic temperatures" to d e termine past changes of climate. 

Before we can take the highly desirable steps outlined above, we must first see if our 
" R econciliation of temperature- d epth profiles in polar ice sheets with past surface tempera
tures deduced from oxygen isotope profiles" is justified. This was the main task of the Cam
bridge Workshop, which was conceived with the object of seeing if, by using the past " isotopic 
temperature" record from the ice core, we could calculate a resultant temperature- depth 
profile that was substantially closer to the observed values than that obtained from a steady
state calculation with constant climate. It is apparent from our discussion offactors governing 
temperature profiles that a number of variables have to be taken into account. However, the 
single most important variable is the surface temperature, esp ecially with regard to the 
temperature of the uppermost layers, although past variations of accumulation rate and of the 
size and flow of the ice sheet have considerable effects at greater d epth . The results of the 
W orkshop, shortly to be published in a monograph by the Cambridge University Press, show 
that, in comparison with steady-state theory, a considerable improvement in the fit of cal
culated temperature- depth profiles to measured profiles is obtained by using " isotopic 
temperatures" as the input to a model which otherwise assumes a steady state as regards size, 
flow , and accumulation rate. 

Since preparation of this review, further comparisons of a variety of climatic information 
wi th isotopic stratigraphy of the Greenland ice sheet by Dansgaard and others ( 1975) also 
justify the use of " isotopic temperatures" on an empirical basis, but the evidence does little 
to explain the physical processes involved. I so topic ratios in polar snow are de termined by the 
past history of the air mass in which the snow is formed, and by the cloud temperatures at the 
time of formation. Picciotto and others ([960) determined the m ean values for 180 / 160 as a 
fun ction of the temperature of the clouds above Roi Baudoin station on the coast of Antarctica 
(Fig. 5). In this figure, the ends of the data lines give the temperature at the base and top 
of the cloud, as d e termined by radio-sonde data at the time of precipitation . They obtained 
the relationship 0 = 0.9 T' + 6,4 where T' is the m ean cloud temperature in degrees Celsius. 
However, for glaciological studies we need to use a relationship be tween mean annual tem
peratures and isotopic D values. Dansgaard and others (1973) have provided a plot of the 
relevant information from Greenland and Antarctica (Fig. 6). There appears to be a con
sistent relationship between mean annual temperatures T and iso topic values for the Green
land ice sheet, the slope of the best-fit straight line giving dD/d T = 0.62 deg- I • The points 
are more scattered for the Antarctic ice sheet, but Lorius (1973), on carefully selected samples 
in eastern Antarctica, obtained do /dT = 0.76 d eg- J • The slope of the left-hand line in 
Figure 6 is close to 1.0. Gordiyenko and Barkov (1973) find a slope of 0.84 from results at 
Soviet Antarctic stations. Although the figures vary, there is at least a rough agreement 
between different sets of data that suggests that the mean temperatures in the clouds that 
produce the snow are approximately related to the m ean annual temperatures at the same 
sites. Such agreement is more likely to occur over the relatively uniform slopes of large polar 
ice shee ts than in other locations where the underlying surface is less regular. In mountainous 
regions, for example, snow forming in the higher clouds is likely to fall both in the valleys 
and on the mountain tops, although there will be a considerable difference in m ean annual 
temperature between such sites. 

Seasonal variations of cloud temperatures in relation to the D values of deposited snow were 
included in the studies of Picciotto and others ( [ 960) on the Antarctic coast while Aldaz and 
Deutsch (1967) made similar studies at the South Pole. Both sets of results explain satis
factorily the well-known seasonal variations of 0 values that have been shown by Dansgaard 
and others (1973) to provide a useful means of d e termining former mass balances and should 
make possible the dating of ice cor es up to IO 000 years old. At the sam e time we must expect 
som e difference between the variations of m ean annual temperature and those of m ean D 
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values. Such differences could arise from changes in the proportion of winter to summer 
snowfall, from changes of cloud cover affecting temperature conditions, or from mass exchange 
by diffusion between annual layers in the upper firn. However, use of a sufficiently long time 
interval should average out this type of statistical fluctuation. Some analyses at the Cambridge 
Workshop using 50 year mean values from Camp Century gave predictions of temperature 
profiles that matched observed temperature profiles to better than 0.5 deg at depths below 
200 m. When other factors affecting the accuracy of the fit are taken into account, it would 
seem that long term isotopic mean values can be used to indicate long term variations of 
temperature to a fraction of 0.5 deg. However, much larger differences between calculated 
and observed temperature profiles occurred when using 5 year means. 

Dansgaard and others (1973) have used 10 year running-mean values for both temperature 
and isotopic 8 values in compiling Figure 7. In this Figure, an attempt is made to overcome 
the lack of climatic data from inland sites on ice sheets by comparing isotopic values dated by 
stratigraphy from sites on the Greenland ice sheet wi th climatic records obtained from meteoro
logical stations on the east (Upernavik) and west (Angmagssalik) coasts of Greenland. 
Unfortunately the various locations are hundreds of kilometres apart, but there still appears to 
be a considerable amount of correlation between the temperature records on the coast and 8 
values on the ice sheet, especially in relation to the warming spell in the late 1920'S. We note, 
however, the Jack of a similar correlation around 1910 where isotopic values suggest some 
warming on the ice sheet at Dye 3 and strong warming at Camp C entury, but no such 
temperature effect is present in the temperature records from the coast. Although Dansgaard 
and others (1973) query the reliability of the lower part of the Camp Century record, our 
relatively crude model in Figure 4b for Site 2 , only 100 km from Camp Century, showed that 
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an assumed temperature rise of 1. 1 d eg in 1910 produced a calculated temperature profile 
that was in qualitative agreement with the isotopic profile, since this showed strong warming 
equivalent to several d egrees Celsius around 1910 followed by a cooler period around 1918. 
Furthermore, the temperature rise of 1.45 deg in 1930 suggested for Station Centrale in 
Figure 4a is in agreement with the isotopic evidence at Station Centra l a nd Jad-Joset. Both 
these crude analyses, that were made by the author b efore any isotopic data were available, 
show at least semi-quantitative agreement with the isotopic da ta in Figure 7. 

Let us now return to the attempts to determine long-term temperature changes at the 
surface of a moving column of ice from temperature profiles (Budd and others, 197 [[b] ; 
[1973] ) and compare these figures with the relevant isotopic data. This is done in Figure 8 
for " Byrd" station and Camp Century by the straigh t lines, the slopes of which correspond 
to the mean rates of change of surface temperatures. Budd and others suggest that their 
derived rate of change of temperature at Camp Century should represent trends over a 
period of 104 years, but we see from Figure 8 that the relevant period appears to be over
estimated, although the trend given by the temperature analysis fits the general trend over 
the past 4000 years at " Byrd" station and a period of possibly only 2 500 years at Camp 
Cen tury. This appears reasonable when we remember that the upper part of the temperature
depth curve is dominated by more recen t changes, including advection effects, and that for 
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these levels the approximations introduced by use of a moving column model and uniform 
strain-rate are not too serious. In contrast, the d eep er ice temperatures are not only more 
difficult to model satisfactorily, but they also contain residual effects of cold er temperatures 
more than 10000 years ago. Nevertheless, even the limited agreement between temperature 
and isotopic data in Figure 8 is encouraging when taken together with the successful estimates 
of a ccumulation rates at the same sites . 

It is clear from the preceding examples that there is a considerable body of evidence in 
favour of the use of isotopic I) values as a past record of mean surface temperatures of polar ice 
shee ts. We are a lso building up an understanding of when such information can and cannot 
be used for this purpose. The peripheral areas of Antarctica are probably unsuitable, while 
central areas of the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica appear to b e most suitable and are 
worth much furth er study. The support that has been given to the Cambridge Workshop by 
the participants and funding bodies to make a more detailed assessm ent of these problems, 
and the belief of the participants that a monograph should be publi shed, emphasizes the 
value of studies of profiles of temperatures and isotopic values. 
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